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Our Team would like to acknowledge that we are gathered today on the traditional 
lands of the Anishinaabek, Haudenosaunee, Lūnaapéewak  and Attawandaron .

The three Indigenous Nations that are neighbours to London are the Chippewas of 
the Thames First Nation; Oneida Nation of the Thames; and the Munsee-Delaware 

Nation who all continue to live as sovereign Nations with individual and unique 
languages, cultures and customs.



Who the team is



Executive Summary 
Traditional infrastructure financing models rely on standardized 

development charges to fund essential infrastructure requirements.  

This model increases the cost of new housing by forcing 
homeowners to pay for infrastructure costs up-front rather than over 

its useful life. 

Participation of the private sector, through innovative low-cost 
solutions, such as IPD FOM, will facilitate the charging of actual costs 

for infrastructure which in turn will promote optimal solutions for 
housing developments.



introduction to integrated project 
delivery (IPD)

overview | benefits of collaboration
overview | benefits integrating IPD with 

FOM



How does industry work 
right now?

Conventional delivery (dbb, db, cm, P3)



Contractual Models
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Does current industry state 
set us up to build the most 
sustainable, collaborative, 

innovative, lean infrastructure 
projects?



• ~80 known projects

• ~$4,100,000,000 total scope

• ~$1,100,000,000 completed 

• ~37 projects completed

• 1 over target cost

IPD in Canada



• Canadian Nuclear Labs
• Oil Country Engineering
• Groupe Nordik Spa’s
• Edmonton Public Schools x6
• Red Deer Catholic Schools x4
• First Nation’s Technical Institute
• Canadian Canoe Museum
• St. Jerome University
• Humber College
• Ryerson University
• McMaster Research Park
• Greater Edmonton Foundation
• Calgary Zoo

Municipalities and IPD Private Clients and IPD
• Drayton Valley x2
• City of Lloydminster
• City of Kamloops x 3
• Okanagan Indian Band
• Regional District of North Okanagan
• Township of Spallumcheen
• City of Barrie x4
• Squamish
• BC Housing (Lower Mainland)
• City of Red Deer
• Town of Oakville x3
• City of Edmonton
• Town of Okotoks
• County of Strathcona



Water/Wastewater Treatment
Reservoirs

Linear Infrastructure
Pump Stations
District Energy

Bridges
Schools, Universities and Colleges

Pools and Rec
Seniors Housing

Fieldhouse Projects
Libraries
Museums

Zoo
Fire Halls

Bus Barn Transit
First Responders Centers
Offices and Warehouses

Community Centers

Types of IPD Projects in the Market



Challenge:
• City given a grant of $4.2M to complete their 

RWPS, which was budgeted @ $8M during pre-
design. No redundancy in RW water, critical 
infrastructure.

Decision:
- Decided to take a chance on IPD (1st 

municipality in Canada to do so on a water 
infrastructure project).

Outcome:
• Project completed $900k under budget ($3.2M).

• DV went on to use IPD for their aquatic centre

Drayton Valley RWPS



Challenge:
• City given a grant of $81.5M to complete their 

required upgrades and a strict deadline of Dec 
31, 2023 from AEP/Sask with significant fines 
for breach.

Decision:
- Decided to use IPD to achieve what was 

considered to be unrealistic timelines (construct 
a $81M facility from zero design to 
commissioning start in 3 years).

Outcome:
• Project has entered Phase 2 commissioning in 

July 2023 (Phase 1 seeding complete).

• Tracking $1M under budget

• Ahead of schedule (Jan 2020 – Sept 2023)

Lloydminster WWTF



Challenge:
• Shovel ready design estimated at 

$16M. Grant funding available ~$11M

Decision:
- Decided to use IPD to optimize the 

design and validate the project to 
allow it to proceed without having to 
try for more funding.

Outcome:
• Project was validated and 

unanimously approved by Council. 
Mobilization July 2023. 

Cultus Lake WWTP



Challenge:
• 5 smaller projects bundled together 

($18-22M) in various parts of the 
City.

Decision:
- Decided to use IPD to optimize the 

design of multiple locations & areas 
within the water system.

Outcome:
• During validation it was determined 

that 3 of the 5 projects were not 
required and would have been 
detrimental to the water system. 
Proceeded with 2 projects @ ~$13M. 

South Kamloops Water System Upgrades



Challenge:
• Community & Future Development Need.

Decision:
- Decided to use IPDFOM to determine 

viability of development build out and 
optimize the phasing to suit capital 
requirements.

Outcome:
• During validation CIB and ISC were 

engaged for funding support. Phasing 
Strategy (5 phases) with modular treatment 
was determined to be required to make 
capital investment work. 

Malahat Nation IPDFOM





Sustainability Lesson Learned



what is ipd?









example managing supply chain

glass / windows



single structural model (usually 2)



Key Participants Bound Together as Equals
Shared Financial Risk and Reward Based on Project Outcome

Liability Waivers Between Key Participants
Fiscal Transparency Between Key Participants

Early Involvement of Key Participants
Intensified Design

Jointly Developed Project Target Criteria
Collaborative Decision Making

IPD FOM
Inclusion of Finance and O&M ensures long-term focus for risks and rewards, 

capturing the key benefit of a P3

Contractual Principles
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THE PROJECT

Goals and Values

Owner

General 
Contractor

Electrical 
Trade

Mechanical 
Trade

Process 
Engineer

Electrical 
Consultant

Mechanical 
Consultant

Prime 
Consultant

Operations 
and 

Maintenance



Design / ProcurementValidation

Diagrams from AIA/AIACC’s 2007 “Integrated Project Delivery: A Guide

Construction Warranty

IPD phases with FOM 

Finance O+M



Can we build this infrastructure,
that does these things,

in this much time, for this user rate / cost?

Validation Question



design / 
procurementvalidation

Diagrams from AIA/AIACC’s 2007 “Integrated Project Delivery: A Guide

target value design

construction warranty

~1/3



design / 
procurement

validation

Diagrams from AIA/AIACC’s 2007 “Integrated Project Delivery: A Guide

Effort to get to Contractual Cost Certainty

construction warranty

~IPD 1-6%

~DBB 5-15%

~DB 1-6%



what’s different during design / 
before beginning construction?



ipd is about
understanding the 

ramifications of design 
decisions at the time the 

decisions are made

what’s different



re-think deliverables, 
information, outcomes, 
answers and decisions

what’s different



• Decision Making Tool



design to detailed estimate vs
estimating detailed design

target value design/delivery



definition

Target Value Design is a management practice that drives 
design to deliver customer values and develops design within 
project constraints.

Glenn Ballard
Research Director, UC Berkeley Project Production System Laboratory (P2SL)

P2SL Principal Researcher, Target Value Design
Co-founder, Lean Construction Institute

Co-developer of the Last Planner® System



definition

Target Value Design Process

The process of establishing early financial targets for the project, and then 
designing to an associated detailed estimate rather than estimating a 

detailed design. Iterative in nature.



definition

“Real value is not the low bid on a higher cost design. 
It’s achieving the lowest true cost on the right design.”

ERIC LAMB
DPR Management Committee



the deal



ipd: the numbers

What Owner 
Can Spend

Owner 
Business Case

Team Consensus:
Comparable Buildings
Program / Dialog / “Sliders”
Collective Experience
High Level Elemental 
Estimate

Team Consensus:
This is What We Believe
We Can Do

TVD Process
Validation Study

validationpre-
validation

OWNER’S 
BUDGET

design / 
procurement

construction warranty

EXPECTED
COST

BASE
TARGET

COST

FINAL
TARGET

COST

FINAL
ACTUAL

COST

Testing 
business 

case



Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Structural Engineer
Prime Consultant
E & I Trade
Process Engineer
Concrete Trade
Electrical Trade
Mechanical Trade
Process Equipment Vendor
Prime Contractor

How Costs Work
$$



Direct Costs

Indirect Costs

Overhead

Profit

“Risk”

$$

How Costs Work



profit

costs

profit

costs costs costs

100%
Accountability

Actual Cost

profit

costs

plan

Target Cost

profit

20.5 M

20.0 M

19.5 M

Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Structural Engineer
Prime Consultant
E & I Trade
Process Engineer
Concrete Trade
Electrical Trade
Mechanical Trade
Process Equipment Vendor
Prime Contractor



• The owner only ever pays the true cost of construction.
• The IPD team collectively places a certain amount of $$ 

into the profit pool at risk.
• The team collectively manages the risk register and risk 

amount to control project contingency.

financial summary



one team
common purpose

effective communications
commercial alignment



The contractual and cultural 
foundations of IPD, more than any 
other model, drive best for project 

thinking and behavior



Finance
O+M

48 48



• Infrastructure costs for most utilities (e.g. gas, electricity) are recovered retroactively 
over the useful life of the assets.

− Conversely the cost of water and wastewater infrastructure is typically recovered up-
front through Development Charges. 

Those charges must then be recovered from purchasers, increasing the cost 
of developed land and adding to housing affordability challenges

• If fees are then added to rates to build capital reserves for the repair and replacement 
of the water and wastewater systems, the affordability problem is compounded.

Creates an Inter-Generational Subsidy in which the first users are paying for 
the system twice but only using it once.

Eliminate Inter-Generational Subsidies for Infrastructure



• Corix financing provides additional flexibility to 
address specific challenges

− By utilizing on-balance sheet financing, Corix is 
able to amortize infrastructure assets over their 
useful lives rather than over the term of the 
debt utilized to finance them.

− Corix is able to “levelize” rates for greenfield 
developments and rapidly growing regions by 
incurring losses in the early years and 
recovering those losses as connections 
increase.

− Corix can be reactive to R&R capital 
requirements – no need to raise user rates to 
build inefficient capital reserves

• Corix participation does not preclude access to 
grants and lower cost funding

Access to Capital and Financial Flexibility 
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• There are established regulatory principles that govern the manner in which User 
Rates are set for monopoly essential service providers

− Known as “Rate Base” Regulation, these principles are also used in setting rates for 
natural gas and electricity providers in regulated jurisdictions 

• For unregulated utilities, the amount that the Utility is entitled to receive (the Revenue 
Requirement) is calculated in accordance with regulatory parameters established by 
the relevant regulator for water and energy utilities that are subject to regulation.
− All subjective variables will be defined up-front in the Franchise Agreement that grants the 

Utility the rights to provide water and/or wastewater services in your communities.

• Franchise agreements can provide the local government with some input and 
autonomy over rate design and structure

Rate Certainty and Fairness



Corix and BCI 
• Corix is 100% owned by BC Investment Management 

Corporation
− Leading provider of BC Public Sector pension management

• Why is Corix’s financial position and ownership important?
− Most private water and wastewater utilities are typically not 

well capitalized, and lack ability to quickly and easily raise 
substantial funds

– With private sector utilities some rate payers may be concerned over the degree to which the pursuit 
of profits may conflict with the best interests of the customer base

• Corix is governed by a public-style Board, with representatives from BCI, Corix and external 
independent Directors



• Corix is open to a number of different partnership 
structures, depending upon the needs of the Community 
and the unique circumstances of each project

• Corix has experience with a number of different partnership 
structures covering a wide range of options, including:
− Corix ownership in perpetuity
− Fixed-term franchise agreements
− For water utilities in municipal boundaries, Concession 

agreements in which the Local Government retains 
legal ownership of the infrastructure must be utilized

• Corix will own the assets, but not the land

• Local governments will have the option to either extend 
agreements or repurchase the assets, as desired
− Franchise fees represent a potential revenue source for 

the community once initial losses are recovered

Flexible Partnership Options
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Please see any of our team members 
today and tomorrow for questions & 

discussion
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